


We are not usually prone to controversy at TrimaX-hebdo 
as our primary goal is to share with you, dear reader, our 
passion far from any unnecessary critical consideration 
(not that we think they are all useless). Our editor’s notes 
are here to make you smile more than to make you react. 
This is our philosophy. Like somewhere else, come in as 
you are ;-)

For once, let’s make a change. It can’t hurt. There are times 
when this lightness can be mistaken for waffling. Well, I am 
sorry to say no. At TrimaX-hebdo, we also like to say things, 
straight, just as they are. But rather than wasting virtual 
ink and paper around the Cannes International Triathlon 
little “bug” in our special race review, we decided to focus 
on how successful the Cannes International Triathlon has 
been in terms of organization and use this forum to try to 
explain just a part of the race. You will not find a full race 
report. You have been able to follow it on our Facebook 
fan page anyway. It is our choice.

The little bug? Two competitors, Hervé Faure and Nico-
las Fernandez, got it wrong during the bike course. They 
would have followed a motorcycle from the organization 
while the traffic at the end of the bike leg was creating 
confusion among them. Hence, those two men ended 

topping the race thanks to this " involuntary shortcut" with more than 6 minutes ahead of the top pack in-
cluding Van Lierde, Pannier, Banti, and Belaubre... and a little less compared to the Italian Molinari who had 
made an escape. The referee made the call: to correct this error, a two minutes penalty was declared.

A decision for the least surprising as according to the FFTRI rules, it is under the full responsibility of the ath-
lete to know the course. She/he has to follow the marked path from the organization and if it happens that 
she/he leaves the course, she/he must return by its own means to the very place where she/he had left it. In 
any case, the competitor is the only person responsible for any orientation mistake.

Would the result have been different without this error? We do not have a crystal ball and we have too much 
respect for all triathletes to make any judgment on the race. The race would have been different for sure… 
and maybe not the end.

Again, we are not questioning the performance of the athletes on the podium, this isn’t the topic. It is not 
always easy to understand referee decision, and our sport is no exception ... This isn’t the first time nor it will 
be the last ... And to borrow a quote from a famous football referee: Football isn’t a perfect game. I don’t un-
derstand the people who want the referee to be so ;-)
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COUP DE PROJO

its festivals, its Casino… 
and its triathlon !

Words collected by Jacvan, photos_jacvan@copyrights

Deauville : 

While the city is shining beyond France with its numerous festivals, the luxurious seaside resort or the presti-

gious Casino, the goal now for the city is to organize a sports and popular event. Has the bet succeeded? Verdict 

on next June 14th and 15th.
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http://www.triathlondeauville.com/
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#FINISswim
ALEX STUDZINSKI  |  OPEN WATER CHAMPION

TrimaX-hebdo : How was born the Deauville 
triathlon? Were there other triathlons in Deauville 
before? What made you want to try again the expe-
rience?

It was at first a wish of the city of Deauville. Well-
known for its numerous festivals, especially the 
American Movie festival and the Asiatic Movie 
festival, Deauville was eager to organize a sports 
and popular event. 

We proposed them to organize a triathlon for eve-
ryone into sports: young people, adults, professio-
nal or amateurs. Thus we've settled 5 races, going 
from mini-kids to Long Distance on a weekend. 
There were triathlons here before, the very first 
one being in 1984, 30 years ago exactly. Thus we've 
invited one of the participants of this first triath-
lon on our next edition. 

We are sports event organizers and organizing a 
triathlon is a real challenge for us. We've learnt a 
lot doing this event which is very complex organi-
zationally speaking, with the swim in the sea, and 
the bike and run courses right in downtown Deau-
ville in June. We now have a piloting committee 
of 20 motivated people ready to make this event 
grow. 

How did you decide the formats ?

We wanted to have the more formats possible on a 
weekend, so that families could come together. It 
was the first wish of the city and it's true that it is 
rare to be able to have all the family participating 
on a single event.
 
What is the profile of the race ?

We try to adapt the race difficulties according to 
the formats. For mini-kids and trikids, the swim 
takes place in the Deauville Olympic swimmi-
ng-pool in order to facilitate the discovery of the 
practice. 

The Open race is less hard with flatter courses 
and a shorter swim course. However, the Short 
Distance and the Long Distance are made for war-
riors. The swim part in the sea always reserves sur-
prises, the bike course is very hard with numerous 

hills and lots of restarts. The running part is easier 
on the famous Planches de Deauville.

Can you say why Deauville is suitable for the prac-
tice of triathlon ?

Deauville features an ideal setting for the practice 
of triathlon for everyone. Sports infrastructures 
are excellent and the roads offer a nice view of this 
seaside resort and its countryside, Pays d'Auge. 

Beyond the sports part, the city offers numerous 
services for participants and their family and 
friends : hotels, restaurants, shopping, leisures, 
and so on... 

What about the registrations? How many bib num-
bers will there be on the overall triathlons ?

Registrations are reaching the end, we now have 
more than 2300 participants out of 2500 expec-
ted. The Short Distance and the Trikids have been 
complete for more than a month. 

I think that we will be complete for this third edi-
tion.
 
Do you have any professional athletes expected to 
race ?

For the first year, we give a prize money on the 
Long Distance for women and men. We have been 
contacted by numerous triathletes. 

We will be lucky enough to see Sylvain Sudrie, 
Hervé Faure and Stanislav Krylov.
. 
What assets would you tell to people hesitating to 
register ?

For this third edition, we've wanted to increase the 
quality especially on services for triathletes (bibs 
withdrawal, expo, awards ceremony, party, and so 
on...). As regards the course, I will add some com-
ments especially on the swim part with an exit (for 
the Short and Long Distance). For the bike part, 
we are in charge of the renewal of the deteriorated 
roads in order to guarantee a correct and secured 
course on every kilometer. And finally, for the run, 
the finish will be held in the large Lucien Barrière 
Avenue in front of the Planches, for a Star finish! 
And if you don't know Deauville yet, it is the mo-
ment to come and discover it !

This year Sylvain Sudrie will be at the start of the 
Deauville triathlon

http://www.FINISinc.com	
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RENDEZ-VOUS

The Canadian top model is before everything a fully accomplished triathlete. She likes to train hard 

and be at the start of the most strenuous races like Escape from Alcatraz. She was on the other side 

of the ocean, next to the Mediterranean Sea on the Cannes famous Croisette for the first Cannes 

International triathlon. A rare opportunity we couldn't miss to get to know an athlete... hard to miss! 

Date ...

the model triathlete
Jenny Fletcher,

By Jacvan, Photos jacvan©all_rights_reserved
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http://www.cervelo.com/en/
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TrimaX-hebdo :  Your fame hasn't 
really cross the french border yet 
(unfortunately for us!) Tell us 
more about yourself. People says 
you are a model-triathlete but do 
you fancy yourself more as a model 
or more as an athlete? 

Jenny Fletcher : Both actually. I 
take pride in the fact that I have 
combined the two and been able 
to have two successful careers! But 
for sure I was an athlete then be-
came a model then back to being 
an athlete. I definitely feel more 
pride about being an athlete. It 
took a ton of sacrifice, hard work, 
and discipline... There was nothing 
easy about deciding to turn pro but 
the satisfaction in achieving this is 
like no other !

TrimaX-hebdo : You started with 
modern pentathlon. Can you tell us 
more about this period and what 
made you start with it.

Jenny Fletcher : Well I grew up 
on a farm in Red Deer Alberta, 
Canada and was very in to riding 
horses. From horse riding I was 
introduced to Tetrathlon (which 
is through Pony Club- and it 
consists of running, swimming, 
pistol shooting, & equestrian cross 
country jumping) & that led to the 
intro of Modern Pentathlon where 
I started fencing!! I was addicted 
and loved the sport and at 15 was 
competing at Junior and Senior 
Level competitions around the 
world qualifying for both Junior 
and Senior Worlds at a very young 
age !
 

RENDEZ-VOUS

The Canadian has always been a big fan of multi sequence sport

http://www.extreme-man.com/emgeneral/index.html	
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26 OTTOBRE 2014

fortevillagetriathlon.com

HALF DISTANCE // SPRINT DISTANCE

TrimaX-hebdo  : When did you start to make the switch 
to Triathlon?

Jenny Fletcher : I didn't try Triathlons until long after 
stopping pentathlon to do modeling, and eventually 
got a bike, was living in NYC modeling, & signed up 
for my first sprint Tri in 2004!! Why and what did you 
like about it? Loved it immediately. Loved that it had a 
similarity to pentathlon in that it was multiple sports.... 
I loved that I found a sport that suited me and was 
immediately addicted to the challenge of mastering 3 
sports together. 

TrimaX-hebdo : Where and how was your first tri com-
petition?

Jenny Fletcher : In 2004 in NY! A little sprint race out 
near Long Island, NY. Do you remember how you felt 
when you crossed the finish line? I loved it!! I thought 
that was fun & I want to do another one !

TrimaX-hebdo :  What is your favorite race? 

Escape From Alcatraz because it is so challenging in 
each of the 3 disciplines.

RENDEZ-VOUS

She gladly took the pose during our photo shoot playing with our photographer as well as the one from Lava Ma-
gazine

14

http://www.fortevillagetriathlon.com/en/	
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récit du triathlon vu par le dossard 814. 
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RENDEZ-VOUS

TrimaX-hebdo : We don't see you much in France, what 
made you chose Cannes ?

I would love to race in France and Europe more but it's 
just logistically easier to race in the US because that is 
where I am based and train. I chose Cannes for a va-
rious number of reasons. I was invited but what made 
it so desirable was it's location and the distance!! Who 
doesn't want to race in Cannes?? The beautiful Medi-
terranean and the challenging bike course, with a fast 
run on the Coisette.  It ranks up on my favorite races 
along side Escape from Alcatraz !!

TrimaX-hebdo :  How did you like it? 

I looooved it!! :) What did you think of the bike course? 
The bike course was awesome. There wasn't a moment 
of not being challenged because of the climbing, cor-
ners, round a bouts, and technical descents. I love the 
challenge it provided. It definitely took a lot out of me... 
Halfway into the run I had nothing left in my legs..

TrimaX-hebdo : How would you rank Cannes among 
all you other experiences ? 

One of the best races I have ever done!! If it was a hotel 
I would rate the whole experience as 5 star !!

TrimaX-hebdo : What's next ? 

I decided to race St Anthony's this weekend as a 
training race and then next weekend is St Croix!! 
Your next race? Then after those two I have Es-
cape From Alcatraz.  Your main goal of the season? 
My main goal after being off last year due to an 
injury is honestly just to race and train and enjoy 
being back. If I can I'd like to qualify for 70.3 Wor-
lds in Canada. :))
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REPORT

Cannes International 
Triathlon :

Red carpet at 

CANNES, the Croisette, the festival, the stars, the red carpet and... CANNES International Triathlon...

After of year off, CANNES has connected again with triathlon and for the circumstance, the red 
carpet was unrolled!
A perfectly succeeded first organization, we were all waiting to see what we would be offered and 
regarding this point, nobody was disappointed. While it's always perfectible and on such an event, it's 
always complicated, even difficult, to make no mistake from the beginning.

Text by Nicolas MAZETIER with Jacvan, pictures by Jacvan and Pierre Mouliérac

http://www.cervelo.com/en/	


Impossible not to be enthusiastic when arriving 
on race site. You withdraw your bib number inside 
the expo village where lots of brands have gotten 
implied : CERVELO, BV SPORT, ROTOR, DARE2 
TRI, EKOI, FREELACE, SKINFIT, EUROPIUM, 
POLAR... and so on. A site perfectly adapted to the 
event, a big bike park made for the 1200 competi-
tors, the swim right by the BIJOU beach, well-de-
signed transitions with a more and more usual 
and convenient system on long distances, with the 
"Bike Bag" and "Run Bag" deposited on the day be-
fore.

You can add to this an impressive pro field, with the 
world IRONMAN champion as the guest star but also 
lots of athletes who came to get on their feet, to do a 
last good exercise before the season begins, and above 
all to do the best they can.
Anyway, you have the landscape, the bib number, the 
bike ready, you just have to go and battle!

Sunday morning - 6.30am, the bike park opens, 
the weather is ideal, it's a little cloudy, no wind, no 
waves in the sea, good conditions. Little, jellyfishes 
have decided to come with us and some of us will 
have to deal with them on these 2000 meters. We 
are 700 athletes on the long distance, the start line 
is narrow and the first meters are a little bit com-
plicated but everything gets better soon. After an 
exit during the swim, you go for another second 
loop.

REPORT

Cannes is famous for its stair.. Stair you could find at 
the end of the swim

20

The beach at the start was looking like a genuine Cannes postcard

http://www.finisinc.com/
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Une transition rapide et sans encombre, tout est parfai-
tement organisé grâce aux nombreux bénévoles pré-
sents tout au long du week-end et que nous pouvons 
féliciter, car sans eux, rien n’est possible ! D’ailleurs, le 
Directeur de course, Laurent Lerousseau ne manquera 
pas de remercier les nombreux bénévoles présents sur 
place mais également les 600 personnes qui ont œuvré 
pendant des mois pour faire de cet évènement un ren-
dez-vous qui se veut de renommée internationale.

A fast and safe transition, everything is perfectly orga-
nized thanks to numerous volunteers present all along 
the weekend and whom we can congratulate, because 
without them, nothing would be possible! 
Indeed, the race Director, Laurent Lerousseau didn't 
forget to thank all the volunteers on the race but also 
the 600 people who worked hard for months to make 
this event a global meeting.

On the bike course, there's no time to ask yourself 
questions : a relatively flat part to progressively wake 
your muscles up which are sore from the cold water 
and right away the difficulty is announced, it's going to 
hurt! The course is demanding, permanently battling, 
with numerous restarts which make you want to be 
cautious every-time, but above all to be fit. At the hot 
point of the course, we can think we're done with diffi-
culties because the descent towards CANNES begins... 
False, because at kilometer 65, we begin a succession of 
exhausting hills before going down on a sinuous part 
where you have to be able to perfectly brake!
Sea view in sight, the bike is over. It was hard, a lot of 
competitors have been surprised. The run is approa-
ching and the first kilometers will give your body a 
hard time.

Happiness and friendship were ruling the day

After a section along the seaside, the competitors 
were entering the in-land part and started to expe-
rience uphill portions

REPORT

http://www.prologotouch.com/	


Fast transition, volunteers are here to take your bike, 
it's efficient, nothing is left aside! You take your Run 
Bag, put your shoes on, and let's go !

For the event, part of the Croisette was closed to traffic, 
16k in four laps, without any difficulty but where you 
had to be fast if you wanted to break records! No time to 
lose, you have to push hard from the beginning, there 
are lots of spectators and cheers from everywhere, it's 
very motivating! 
Now you just have to finish those four laps to have your 
blue-white-red elastics before seeing the long red car-
pet leading to the finish line.
There is a good atmosphere there, with our famous 
speakers Jay Style and Stéphane Garcia, and also Dario 
for the numerous italian delegation, it's awesome! We 
stop the timer, this first CANNES INTERNATIONAL 
TRIATHLON is over. 

Now it's time for recovery and for glucose reloading, 
everything is also ready with a wonderful buffet and, 
on top of that, a good glass of beer appreciated and 
well-known of everyone after such a race. 

We can be sure that the CIT is expected once its first 
edition to become an unmissable event of the begin-
ning of the season, we will remember its quality as re-
gards the organization but also its toughness. 

Let's meet again next year and for those who had hesi-
tated this year, don't wait too long for the next edition, 
registrations will be expensive!
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RESULTS :

TOP 10 MEN LD

1. FAURE Herve  03:36:45
2. MOLINARI Giulio 03:37:15
3. FERNANDEZ Nicolas  03:37:25
4. VAN LIERDE Frederik 03:37:35 
5. DEGASPERI Alessandro 03:40:08
6. BANTI Hervè  03:40:41
7. DEL CORRAL Victor 03:41:12
8. BELAUBRE Frederic 03:42:45
9. GUILLAUME Romain  03:44:08
10.GASPARIAU Pierre  03:46:20  

TOP 10 WOMEN LD 

1. MOREL Charlotte 04:09:06
2. BOUSREZ CÈline  04:09:14
3. DOGANA MARTINA 04:16:20
4. BILHAM Emma 04:17:30
5. FLETCHER Jenny 04:19:28
6. SANTIMARIA Margie 04:20:50
7. GARRIDO Anna 04:28:36
8. BERMOND Kate 04:39:39
9. CIAUDANO Carla 04:44:41
10. BARRENECHEA Itziar 04:46:25

TOP 10 MEN MD

1. SHAW Asa 02:09:56
2. FAVRE FELIX Damien 02:11:25
3. CODDENS Kris 02:11:40
4. BOURSEAUX Yannick 02:13:49
5. FREVENT Sylvain 02:15:15
6. DODET Laurent 02:15:40
7. MORAUX FranÁois 02:16:08
8. TYRODE FrÈdÈric 02:16:11
9. ZBINDEN Arnaud 02:16:12
10. BONAMI Hannes 02:18:59

TOP 10 WOMEN MD

1. Zelazo Suzanne 02:29:49
2. BRIEN Gabriela 02:36:22
3. Casiraghi Elena 02:39:34
4. CORNEMILLOT Julie 02:42:23
5. CHORETIER Aline 02:43:20
6. Sherlock Cushla 02:45:54
7. PIERRE VINCENT 02:46:40
8. Drofiak Sophie 02:48:05
9. Kannengieser CÈcile 02:49:40
10. Grelier Sandie 02:53:12

REPORT

Great atmosphere next to the finish line

A friendly prevailing mood with tons of fun

Yannick Bourseaux ended up 4th overall at the 
ranking of the MD distance.

REPORT
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STORY

IM Melbourne : 
Champions Come and a Champion Goes

It was a case of last man standing, the return of a "Warrior Princess" and the farewell to a champion at 

IRONMAN Asia-Pacific Championship Melbourne.

Luxembourg’s Dirk Bockel outlasted a host of Aussies to take the Asia-Pacific championship in a break-

through performance. On the women’s front Caroline Steffen, who has undergone all manner of changes 

including moving to new coach Chris McCormack, returned to her winning ways.

The third IRONMAN event in Melbourne was perhaps over-shadowed with the announcement by three-

time IRONMAN world champion Craig Alexander that it was his final race over the full distance.

By Ian Hepenstall (press release originally from: http://eu.ironman.com) photos Jay_Prasuhn@all_rights_reserved

www.sciconbags.com	
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The Men’s Race

Bockel took the win from Australians Paul Mat-
thews and David Dellow, with Austria’s Michael 
Weiss fourth and Alexander in fifth place.

"It was a hell of a day, I’ve been here for three 
weeks and I’ve taken this race seriously. Coming 
to Australia for a triathlon for a European guy, 
you are asking for trouble," Bockel said. "Eve-
ryone laid it down out there, it was amazing. A 
fantastic race."
A big group of men took advantage of ideal 
conditions in a blistering swim, as the top 10 
exited the water in just over 45 minutes.

That group included Dellow, Matthews, three-
time ITU world champion Peter Robertson, 
Courtney Atkinson, Bockel and Belgium’s Axel 
Zeebroek, while pre race favourites Alexander 
and Belgian Marino Vanhoenacker were two 
minutes further back.

The decisive move came on the second lap of 
the bike as Zeebrok, Bockel and Dellow opened 
up a gap on the rest of the field. By the end of 
the bike leg Dellow and Zeebrok had put two 
minutes into the field.

Zeebroek quickly opened a two minute lead 
on the run before Dellow 
wore him down to take the 
lead at the 15 km mark. 
By 28 km, Matthews had 
made up the seven-mi-
nute deficit he gave up on 
the bike to grab the lead, 
before Dellow regained 
control. But the Sunshine 
Coast man could not hold 
off the steady pace from 
Bockel, who moved to the 
front with 6 km remaining 
and was never threatened 
from that point.

Matthews, who stopped 
at one point, regained his 
composure and dug deep 
to edge Dellow for second 
in the shadows of the fini-
shing line.

"I tried to hold my time 
as long as I could, just to 
hold it all together, but all 
the guys went after it to-
day," Bockel said. "I just 
had to be patient today."

STORY

Dirk Bockel starts off his season well with this win

http://huubdesign.com/	


The Women’s Race

In the women’s race Steffen, 
now a permanent Australian 
resident, showed she was a 
class above the rest of the field.
The 2012 IRONMAN Asia-Pa-
cific champion, who lives 
with boyfriend Dellow on 
the Sunshine Coast, took the 
lead early on the bike and, 
once onto the run, was ne-
ver threatened as Melbourne 
again proved to be a happy 
hunting ground. In three at-
tempts here she’s finished first 
in 2012, third last year and first 
again this year.
"After last year I wanted to get back to win this race. 
It feels like a home. I can’t say thank you enough—
it’s a great course and the great support at the aid 
stations is amazing," she said. 
Steffen was happy the changes that she has made 
in the last few months paid off. 
"People expect results straight away, and the last 
couple of months have been a lot of changes, so af-
ter my race last year I just wanted to get that tro-
phy back," she said. "I’m totally over the moon." 
American Mary Beth Ellis threw down the 
challenge, exiting the water with a lead of just over 
two minutes on Steffen, who quickly set about era-
sing that gap on the bike as pair spent the rest of 
the 180 km ride together. 
Steffen lifted the pace late in the bike to gain a 
43-second lead over Ellis and Canada’s Angela 
Naeth, who recorded the fastest bike split of 4:51:20. 
Steffen stamped her authority on the race run-
ning strongly to take the win in a blistering time 
of 8:57:56, four minutes clear of Ellis, with another 
American Kim, Schwabenbauer, securing her first 
podium. 
Alexander's last full
An emotional Alexander paid tribute to his wife 
and supporters at the finish line before announ-
cing that this was his final race over the full IRON-
MAN distance. 
While disappointed with his own performance, he 
was delighted to see Matthews on the podium. 
"A tough swim made it hard for me out there today, 
it put me behind the eight ball. It was nice to see 
Paul actually listen to me," Alexander said.
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Steffen in the tunnel

IM Melbourne remains totally unfamiliar to all 
European

The bike section allows high average speed

31

Frederik Van Lierde 
Champion du Monde
Ironman 2013 Hawaii
Il sera au départ du 70.3 Pays d’Aix

DURANCEDURANCE

STORY

http://www.ironmanfrance.com/
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SATURDAY 10th

09.00  Triathlon Sprint
12.00  Grand Prix Italia
13.15  Paratriathlon
16.30  Duathlon Junior

SUNDAY 11th

11.00 Challenge Rimini - Individual
11.30 Challenge Rimini - Team Relay
15.00 First athletes’ arrival
20.30  Award Ceremony

Comune di Rimini

RESULTS :

TOP 10 PRO MEN FINISH 

1.Dirk Bockel    (LUZ)   8:01:01 
2.Paul Matthews  (AUS)  8:02:13
3.David Dellow   (AUS)  8:03:06
4.Michael Weiss  (AUT)  8:03:45
5.Craig Alexander (AUS)  8:05:46
6.Marino Vanhoenacker(BEL)  8:08:24
7.Axel Zeebroek  (BEL)  8:12:34
8.Christian Kemp (AUS)  8:14:09
9.Christian Kramer (GER)  8:15:09
10. Peter Robertson (AUS)  8:16:29 

TOP 10 PRO WOMEN FINISH

1.Caroline Steffen  (SUI)  8:57:56 
2.Mary Beth Ellis (USA)  9:02:14 
3.Kim Schwabenbauer (USA)  9:10:05
4.Rebekah Keat   (AUS)  9:11:05
5.Asa Lundstrom  (SWE)  9:16:08
6.Angela Naeth   (CAN)  9:21:10
7.Mareen Hufe   (GER)  9:21:39
8.Simone Boag   (AUS)  9:31:19
9.Rosie Oldham  (AUS)  9:32:33
10.Jessica Simpson  (AUS)  9:34:07

RÉCIT

http://www.challenge-rimini.it
http://www.triathlonoriginaldeporquerolles.fr/	


Last month, we addressed the relevant food for short 

distance. In this issue you will find some pro advices 

regarding the nutrition for long distances...

From Marion Rouxel, Overstims dietitian
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PRO TIPS

How to eat 
during long 
distances?

SWIMMING PART:

Make sure you take the start well hydrated. Just 
before the swim starts, taking a gel is the right 
move as it provides you with the glucose you need 
to avoid a possible hypoglycemia in the water. 

Tips OVERSTIM.s ®: just before the start, eat an AN-
TIOXIDANT GEL for the calcium and the magnesium 
you need to reduce muscle disorder. During the transi-
tion SWIM / BIKE, eat an ENERGIX ® gel for a neces-
sary energy intake

BIKE PART :

Take the full benefit of riding your bike to remain 
fully hydrated. An energy drink provides optimal 
hydration and a constant supply of energy. Be 
aware that pure water rehydrates less than a good 
energy drink. In fact, the latest one provides some 
sodium for a better water absorption as well as car-
bohydrates for the intestine.

Complete your energy intake by taking gels and 
bars. I recommend varying consistency and flavor 
to avoid monotony. Since the important thing is to 
feed yourself constantly, make sure it remains kind 
of fun. Over long distances, your need of salt is in-

creasing and some sort of sweet saturation may oc-
cur. In this case, think about salty products: salty 
drinks, gels and bars do exist. Right after the start 
of the bike course, we recommend that one every 
three food intakes should be a salted one.

OVERSTIM.s ® tips: drink every 10 minutes 1-2 
mouths full of HYDRIXIR ® LONG DISTANCE. HY-
DRIXIR ® LONG DISTANCE provides carbohydrates 
with a progressive assimilation, BCAA to preserve the 
muscle mass and the necessary vitamins and minerals. 
To complete this drink, use ENERGIX ® gel every hour 
alternating with BAR SALTED. During the transition 
BIKE / RUN, take an ANTIOXIDANT GEL

RUNNING PART:

Stay well hydrated while on the run. Gels are a 
convenient and effective solution to provide en-
ergy. Running often undermines the digestive sys-
tem, so make sure you adapt your energy intake 
depending on your personal tolerance. 

Tips OVERSTIM.s ® every 45 minutes to every hour, 
alternate between ENERGIX ® and ANTIOXIDANT 
GEL. For an energy boost, take our booster gel named 
“Coup de fouet”®.

http://www.finisinc.com/
http://www.europium.onlinetri.com	
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V800.
Chosen by champions.

Frederik Van Lierde
IRONMAN World Champion

Polar V800 with integrated GPS is the ultimate choice for the most ambitious athletes. 
It helps you reach your peak when you most need it. 

• Gives real-time guidance in every sport you do
• Combines training load with 24/7 activity and shows true recovery status  
• Syncs training details to the Polar Flow app and service 

That's Smart Coaching, since 1977.  Discover more at Polar.com

NEW

Event
Polar V800 

The Scandinavian Company, Polar, former leader of the heart rate monitor market,  had gradually left the competi-

tion set the pace in the sports watch market. Previously, things were pretty straightforward: a good cardio had to be 

purchased from Polar and a good GPS had to be bought from Garmin. Today the situation has changed...

By Jean -Pierre Run Run , photos polar and jacvan © all_rights_reserved

Nowadays, sports watches must be complete, fea-
ture heart rate data, route, speed and distance 
tracking and measure daily activities all via a 
simple and intuitive interface. At this game, the 
brand Garmin had taken the lead especially among 
triathletes with a product offering the full package 
known under the code name: 910XT.

Polar hits hard
This year Polar comes with a new all in one pro-
duct using the best of technology combined with 
an innovative and elegant design: the V800! Wil-
ling to communicate big time about it, Polar had 
invited sports journalists from all over the world to 
their launching event taking place during the In-
ternational Triathlon Cannes. As a matter of fact, 
this place and race haven’t been picked randomly. 
First because Cannes has an international reach 
through its film festival and a renowned sunny 
weather even in April, and secondly because Polar 
new icon, Frederik Van Lierde, was present on the 
Riviera not only as the event ambassador but also 
to race for the second time of his season (after Abu 
Dhabi). His final goal remains Hawaii, where he 
will have the difficult task to defend his world title.

Presentation in a Palace
Since a place at the height of the product was re-
quired, the majority of the presentation was held 
at the Majestic Palace usually hosting the stars of 
the seventh art. A crowd of thirty people gathe-
ring journalists and bloggers with the addition of 

a dozen of Polar employee were there waiting for 
the big release. The presentation began with the 
brand history, followed by its market and sport 
positioning. Experts explained how much triath-
lon was THE obvious choice of sport to commu-
nicate about the V800 as it features an array of 
resources for the triple effort. This watch is for 
example the only one capable of taking the pulse 
during swimming as well as the only one taking 
“laps” in every of the 3 sports even when prac-
ticed as one sport.

Frederik Van Lierde
The Belgian world champion is the new “face” of 
the brand because it embodies the same values 
and performance than Polar. Drums rolled, the 
door opened and the " king of Kona " got in. Af-
ter a short presentation of his career, his training 
and future goals, the room got totally fond of this 
new hero of modern times. For Fred, the race to 
come was only a step towards the peak of his form 
planned to be on October 11th.

Race Day
Among the team, some journalists had never par-
ticipated to a triathlon and even funnier some had 
even never ride... The brand Look geared them up 
with a 675 or 695 model but with flat pedals for 
four of them as they had never used clipless ones! 
Giggles on the technician staff side as a first for 
them to witness € 6,000 bikes with basic flat pe-
dals!

http://www.polar.com/fr
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DUATHLON

5km  •  15km  •  2.5km
Sunday, July 27th 2014

LONG DISTANCE

2.2km  •  115km  •  22km
Wednesday, July 30th 2014

CHILDREN

Kids triathlon
Tuesday, July 29th 2014

SHORT DISTANCE

1.2km  •  30km  •  7km
Thursday, July 31st 2014

TRIATHLON FESTIVAL
Register on www.alpetriathlon.com for

July 27th  31st 2014
9The team's goal was simple, find out more about the 

V800 and enjoy the race. At this game, the Germans 
proved to be very strong with a victory from their 
feminine. The big French team with ten people did 
not shine from a pure performance point of view 
but won the contest on the fun factor!

Swimming took place in a water at 16 ° nicely em-
bellished with jellyfish. Hopefully they ultimately 
remained rather discreet for the comfort of all the 
triathletes. The bike’s course, very demanding, was 
a delight to all cyclists. The vast majority took place 
in the inner land of Cannes, passing by the famous 
dear Picasso Vallauris village. The run part was a 
4km loops on the Croisette allowing the public to 
cheer all triathletes. 

The Polar team met us all back at the crossing line, 
all with a big smile on our face, just happy to have 
finished after having braved the difficulties in our 
own way.  The sport remains the winner as an uni-
versal means of communication leading any kind of 
men and women to explore the same unique expe-
rience of going beyond ourselves.

Discover the V800
The new Polar V800 with integrated GPS is the wor-
ld’s smartest and most advanced training computer. 
Designed for professional athletes and demanding 
amateurs for whom sport is a way of life, it helps 
you reach peak performance just when you need it. 
It combines your workout training load with data 
on the small activities you do every day, so you have 
a true picture of your required recovery time before 
getting out there again. It’s technology you’ll want 
on your wrist 24/7. The Polar V800 supports multi-
ple sports and is used by top athletes such as IRON-
MAN world champion, Frederick Van Lierde.

The smartest training companion with GPS 
• Integrated GPS – for speed, distance and route (al-

titude from barometer)
• Tracks daily activity for true recovery status – mo-

nitors workout data plus smallest everyday activi-
ties

• Guides on optimal training rhythm – training load 
and daily activity insights show required recovery 

• Orthostatic test – long-term recovery analysis to 
avoid under or overtraining

Designed for demanding athletes and sports
• Stylish – 24/7 design, compact size, ergonomic 

form factor following wrist shape
• Robust – Gorilla Glass lens, stainless steel sides & 

back
• Waterproof – can measure heart rate underwater 
• Long usage times – 13h training (GPS), 50h trai-

ning (low power GPS)
• Optimized for your sport – multiple sensors for 

accurate data, customizable sport profiles, uploa-
dable training targets and plans 

• Seamless multisport functionality – easy switch 
between sports, tracks transition time, offers mul-
tisport targets

• Seamless  connectivity (with sensors and mobile 
phone) with Bluetooth Smart  

Analyze in an instant and in-depth – a full training 
system
• Polar Flow app – for automatic sync and instant 

analysis (also offline)
• Polar Flow web – service with professional plan-

ning and analyzing tools; can be shared with your 
coach

• Easy target setting – estimate the load for each 
training with target planning tool

• Future proof – updatable software for new future 
features

Price:  €399.90 or €449.90 with heart rate sensor. 
The Polar Flow app and Polar Flow website are 
free

NEW

The V800 comes in 2 colors, blue and black

http://www.alpetriathlon.com/	
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DARE2TRI WETSUIT €139,99

MACH3 SPEEDSUIT €299,99

3.5mm

5mm

5mm

1.8mm

5mm

2.5mm

1mm

2mm

2.5mm

3.5mm

2mm

5mm

5mm

2.5mm

body panel

upper leg

lower leg area

super 4way stretch
shoulder area

underarm area

waist panel
with stability grooves

upper leg
with stability grooves

ultra 4way stretch
shoulder area

double layer
anatomic grip collar

ultra fl ex
upper chest area

body panel
with stability grooves

ultra 4way stretch
knee area

lower leg
aqua propulsion panel
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grip collar 

2.5mm
under arm 
with aqua grip panel

39 Cell Smoothskin Neoprene

THE BEST AT THE BEST PRICES

Qfoam plus  :39 cell Exclusively for Dare2Tri
The smoothest and most fl exible neoprene on the market

+
®

WHY? BECAUSE WE SELL DIRECT

DO YOU                   ? 

blind glued

WHY? 18 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

stitched seams

ONLY THE PRICES ARE CHEAP

TRIATHLON.COM
CHEAP .EU

Dare2Tri
CheapTriathlonView our collection here

TEST PRODUIT

Wetsuit  
Mach3 by Dare2Tri

Tested by Sébastien Rodriguez, pictures SR©copyright

With the return of summer, 

and the first competitions, 

as most of you did, we have 

left the swimming-pool for 

the sea! The occasion to try 

a premium model of Dare2Tri 

wetsuit, the Mach3

http://www.dare2tri.eu	
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=opbOka61MvQ&list=UUplOG3GL3mRL6K-Nr4I5VyA&feature=share
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=opbOka61MvQ&list=UUplOG3GL3mRL6K-Nr4I5VyA&feature=share
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TEST PRODUIT TEST PRODUIT

Presentation
Dare2Tri is a relatively new brand in the triathlon 
field, it offers numerous products dedicated to our 
sports, especially swimming wetsuit. 
Find more information on the website : 
http://www.dare2tri.com/

With neoprene wetsuits, Dare2Tri wants to be in the 
big leagues regarding the quality but with a low bud-
get. 

A premium wetsuit, but within the reach of most 
people, this is what this Mach3 pledges. A few pro-
fessional triathletes already trust this Mach3, Olivier 
Marceau whom we don't need to present, but also 
Benjamin Sanson, one of the best swimmers on the 
Ironman circuit. 

Conception
First, Dare2tri doesn't use Yamamoto neopre-
ne like most of its competitors. For this Mach3, 
Dare2tri uses "Qfoam PLUS 39 cell" technology, 
linked to the coating SCS whose linings are ex-
tra stretched 
in every direc-
tions, which 
makes the 
wetsuit more 
flexible. For 
a maximum 
b u o y a n c y , 
5mm panels 
in front have 
been chosen 
for the breast 
and the legs, 
3,5mm pa-
nels in the 
back in order 
to ensure a 
good position 
in the water. 
For flexibi-
lity and free-
dom of move-
ment, thiner 
panels have 
been placed 
in strategical 
places. Only 
1,8mm for the arms, armpits and shoulders, 
3mm for the knees. 
On the belly, the Mach3 has a panel especial-
ly studied for cladding and stability in the wa-

ter. With this 
Mach3, the 
point for Da-
re2tri was "the 
glide", then no 
need for any 
artifice and 
other asperities 
on the wetsuit. 
The Mach3 is 
entirely slick, 
for a lower re-
sistance in the 

water, only the "aquatic grip" panels are placed 
in the forearms and tibias in order to ensure a 
better grip in the water. For the comfort, in ad-
dition to an excellent flexibility, Dare2tri offers 
a collar with a reversed scratching. It's very cle-
ver, as the irritating part cannot be in contact 
with your skin at any time. 

Flexibility, stabi-
lity, comfort, at 
first sight every-
thing is united to 
make this Mach3 
a real premium 
wetsuit. The only 
condition is to 
choose the right 
size, so please 
refer to the table 
following the 
link:

http://www.dare2tri.eu/wetsuits/mens-en/dare-
2tri-mens-mach3-wetsuit.html

In the water
Even if it's not a very important point, the Mach3 
is easy to put on. The general flexibility of the wet-
suit counts a lot. More important, you will easily 
put it on but above all to close it without any help, 
which is convenient for a solo session for example. 
As for any other wetsuit, we advise you to be care-
ful with your nails! Once on, you feel flexibility 
and freedom of movement, and also cladding. It 
makes you want to jump in the water!

In action, the first strokes confirm the promises made 
by the brand. Flexibility is excellent, arms rotate 
without any resistance, we could forget we're wea-
ring a neoprene wetsuit. Stability is also very good, 
whatever the pace, your body remains very straight 
from your tiptoes to your head. Even the waves won't 
disturb your posture. We've just said that Dare2tri 
had focused this Mach3 on "the glide", this feeling to 
slide above the water is real, helped by an efficient 
and powerful stroke. The Mach3 is thus a good pre-
mium wetsuit, which will make the best swimmers 
happy, at least those who have a good technique. For 
regular swimmers, who tend to have their legs deep 
down into the water, the Mach3 won't be the most 
adapted wetsuit. Indeed, this wetsuit, even if it has a 
very good flotation, is conceived to allow an efficient 
kicking, which implies that it shouldn't bear your 
legs too much. Attention, it is not a default, most of 
good swimmers are retrieving this characteristic to 
keep a natural stroke. Regarding comfort, there's no-
thing to mention, which is a good sign!

The Mach3 is like absent. The collar is very comfor-
table and doesn't irritate you, even in the sea. 

To conclude, it would be a pity to hardly win some 
precious seconds in the water and finally lose them 

in the transition. The Mach3 is up to that. The back 
closure allows you to open it very rapidly, the top of 
the wetsuit is easy to remove once you exit the water. 
But very often the critical point is to remove the legs. 
Dare2tri offers a side cut on the lower part of the 
wetsuit, which makes it easier to remove the feet and 
legs. With practice, it's possible to remove it while 
threading your helmet.

Price
With 299€, we're far from the market standards for a 
premium model. The bet of DARE2TRI has succee-
ded also on this point. 
With the current conjuncture, for a triathlete who 
pays for his material, it's an important argument.

Conclusion
Au vu des tarifs proposés, difficile d’en demander 
When we have a look at the offered prices, it's hard to 
ask for something better to this Mach3. Indeed, what 
more could you demand? Comfort, stability, glide, 
flexibility, everything is here. The only limit of this 
wetsuit might be yours, because if it's not conceived 
for the most fortunate people, it actually is for those 
who already have a good swimming technique. 
And you, do you "dare to tri"?

The Pro's opinion

Olivier Mar-
ceau, 2000 wor-
ld champion.
The Dare2tri 
Mach3 wet-
suit is a very 
agreeable pro-
duct to wear be-
cause it is very 
flexible and 
well-designed. 
Shoulders can 
move easily wi-
thout feeling 
oppressed. It 
offers a good 
upper body flotation, but slightly less on the legs, 
which allows an efficient kicking. No problem to 
remove it rapidly at transition.
Only negative point but normal on a very flexible 
neoprene : it is fragile... Be careful with your nails 
when you manipulate it. 

Technologie Qfoam Plus 39 cell

Thinner panels for more flexibility 
and freedom when moving

Aquatic grip panels featured on the 
tibia and forearm areas

Over stretching lining

Olivier Marceau : "a wetsuit great 
to wear, flexible and nicely cut "

Nice feeling in the water as the wetsuit gets easy to 
forget

Collar with reversed scratch



3-5
times longer

Last

6-9
Save

watts

Official sponsor for:

CeramicSpeed bearings offer super low friction 
and extreme lifetime.

Our bearings are hand made in Denmark with 
the unique CeramicSpeed balls combined with 
other high-end components.

Bottom Brackets for most standards
-  Achieve better performance

Titanium and aluminum Pulley Wheels for 
Shimano, SRAM, Campy – 9, 10, and 11 speed
-  Save on watts

Part of the Victory
sport@ceramicspeed.com · ceramicspeed.com

Low friction - 
Go faster with less energy

Photo credit @trimaxhebdo.com
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PRODUCT TEST 

KINETIC  
ROCK AND ROLL

Test realized by Sébastien Rodriguez, photos©copyrights

This month, Trimax Heb-

do tried the brand new 

home-trainer Rock and Roll 

from Kinetic. It's Frederik 

Van Lierde's choice, Ironman 

world champion, for his indoor 

bike sessions. We will try to 

understand the reasons of this 

choice...

http://ceramicspeed.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_qKlwnuXWQ0&list=UUplOG3GL3mRL6K-Nr4I5VyA&feature=share&index=1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_qKlwnuXWQ0&list=UUplOG3GL3mRL6K-Nr4I5VyA&feature=share&index=1
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PRODUCT TEST

First contact
The Rock and Roll is delivered almost ready to 
use. You only have to install two stability arms, by 
a simple tightening using a key delivered by Kine-
tic. This home-trainer is not unremarked, and not 
only because of its green-light design! The general 
aspect is surprising, it's different from what we are 
used to seeing on this kind of products. It seems 
massive, with its impressive resistance system, with 
its huge round tubes, and in the meantime, it looks 
very clean, in delicacy, with a reduced number of 
tubes compared to standards (no classical "triangle" 
to maintain the bike). 

The Rock and Roll is also impressive by its span, 
which give a good stability to the whole thing. We 
also received an original front wheel support. It is 
mounted on rollings, allowing the front wheel to go 

with the bike movements. However be careful, this 
accessory is optional.. 

Bike setting
You will find a setting notice in the Rock and Roll's 
packing. Here are the main points:
1- It is not mandatory, but 
by security, use the speci-
fic spring clip delivered by 
Kinetic.

2- Place the bike in the 
LEFT tightening cone, 
maintain the bike in a 
straight position, adjust 
the LEFT tension in or-
der to place the wheel at 
the center of the roll (it 
mustn't be in contact with 
the wheel yet).

3- Position the RIGHT tightening cone on the spring 
clip, then tight it taking care to keep the wheel cen-

tered on the roll. 

4- Block the LEFT tightening with the adapted ring. 

5- Adjust the roll tension. 
Once in contact with your 
pneumatic, add two to five 
complete rotations of the 
tightening ring, according 
to the desired resistance.
 
6- Place the front wheel on 
the rolling support.  

The Rock and Roll is adap-
ted to almost any size and 
any type of bike. We could 
easily use our road bike, 

TT bike, and mountain bike. When reading the no-
tice, we find a chapter about the compatibility with 

http://www.mathot.lu/page.php?nid=42
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BMX, then this Kinetic can be used for any kind of 
practice. 

Also note that this home-trainer is totally autono-
mous, it doesn't need any energy source. You just 
have to go on your bike and train. There is no sof-
tware to install, no update to do...

Rock and Roll

Here is what the Kinetic outs the competition, the 
Rock and Roll! But what is it exactly? It is a Kinetic 
innovation, bringing a new dimension to your rol-
ling sessions. It gives a new freedom of movement 
on this kind of device. If this device basis assures 
a good stability and doesn't move at all, all the su-
perior part is able to oscillate from the right to the 

left, going with all your movements, all your pe-
daling moves. It's a little bit puzzling at first, you 
have to reinstate a balance notion to your indoor 
sessions! Once you have integrated this aspect, the 
sensations become excellent, very natural! Close 
your eyes and you will almost feel like riding on 
the road. But it is only when you stand on the pe-
dals that you begin to understand this innovation. 
The device goes with all your movements, your 
bike begins to dance between your legs, it's like 
Rock and Roll! The rotating wheel support is very 
pleasant, it follows all your handlebar movements. 

This Kinetic opens new prospects in your indoor 

training, it becomes possible to realize sprint re-
petitions, strength work standing on the pedals, a 
simulation of climbing...
The work realized on this machine seems more 
realistic. Thanks to this freedom of movement, 
you have to use all your muscular chains needed 

PRODUCT TEST

http://www.cannondale.com/fra/	
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for the balance, like on the road. It's not the case 
with other home-trainers. You have probably no-
ticed that tour heart rate is lower indoor, but with 
the Rock and Roll it remains in accordance with 
the road.

Another important aspect is that this freedom of 
movement should liberate your bike from some 
constraints. It is a sensible point, especially for 
carbon frames, which don't really like the repeated 
use of home-trainers. It's hard to quantify, but this 
Kinetic Rock and Roll seems more reassuring for 
our bike than other classical models.

 Resistance
The contact between the wheel and the home-trai-
ner is done via an oversized roll. In reality, your 
pneumatic is in contact with a "smooth" contact 
zone. On a home-trainer, it is done on a cylindrical 
zone, which reduces the contact with your pneuma-
tic. With a puffy-diameter roll, the contact zone is in-
creased. Mechanically, the Rock and Roll is closer to 
real conditions. And you can feel it, pedaling is more 
fluid, when sitting down, standing on the pedals, ri-
ding regularly or sprinting, doing strength exercise... 
Even when you increase the resistance, pedaling 
stays very natural, as if you were on the road!
In addition to the sensations being very close to rea-
lity, this resistance system is also very powerful. The 
builder announces a resistance going from 5 to 3000 

PRODUCT TEST

http://www.xtenex.fr/boutique/index.php
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watts! We tried to push the Kinetic to its limits, but 
we reached ours! 

At first, it seemed weird to us not to find a system to 
fix the resistance level. It is just useless on this Ki-
netic. The power is automatically adjusted to your 

speed, you just have to deal with your gear ratio and 
push on the pedals, resistance will react to your ef-
forts like on the road (see graph).

Last but not least, even if the roll is very efficient, it is 
very quiet, even on high powers. For people leaving 
in an apartment, the neighbors will like that!

Disassembly and arrangement
Withdrawing the bike from the Kinetic is a very 
simple operation. You do everything with the RIGHT 
tension tightening. It is equipped with a fast blocking 
system that you just have to lift up in order to com-
pletely liberate the right side of the bike. You can 
then wrench the rest of the bike with no effort. The 
advantage of this system is that it keeps your LEFT 
tension setting, which will make the future installa-
tion of your bike on the Rock and Roll easier.
Now here is the weakness of the Kinetic Rock and 

Roll. Its design doesn't allow to fold it up like most 
of the other competitors. Coupled with its big span, 
we can say that it takes some space. It will be better 
to have a big garage to make it simpler. However, for 
those who don't have enough space, there will be a 

solution, more binding : di-
sassemble the two stability 
arms. 

Price
This model is sold 549 eu-
ros public price, to which 
you will have to add some 
euros for the wheel rota-
ting support. This price is 
comparable to premium 
models of the competition. 
These prices are surely ea-
sier to accept for models 
proposing videos, interac-
tions with the computer or 
other technological gad-
gets. The Kinetic Rock and 
Roll doesn't have this kind 
of arguments, it stakes on 
sensations of realism. On 
this point, it has no compe-
tition, it is the only one to 
propose sensations so close 
to those on the road, sitting, 

standing on the pedals, sprinting...
 

PRODUCT TEST

http://www.chtriman.com/
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Conclusion
We've really appreciated this Kine-
tic Rock and Roll for its simplicity 
of use, and also for the sensations of 
realism it gives. We've discovered a 
new way to train indoor, with almost 
no limit. The power and the fluidity 
of the resistance coupled with the 
freedom of movement of the Rock 
and Roll allow us to efficiently repro-
duce unprecedented situations on a 
roll. This goes from sprinting using 
strength to climbing, alternating mo-
ments when you sit and when you 
stand up on the pedals. The effort 
perception is also much more realis-
tic, thanks to the necessity of using 
all the muscular chains of the cycling 
movement, even those linked to the 
balance. After trying the freedom of 
movement of the Rock and Roll, it 
will be harder to go back to a regular 
home-trainer.

PRODUCT TEST

http://castelli-cycling.com/en/home/
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CONCENTRATED ENERGY 
EVERY TYPE OF EXERCISE HAS ITS CORRESPONDING ENERGY GEL

Because your needs are not the same
according to the moment and intensity!

LIQUID ANTIOXIDANT GEL

Through the combined action of 
its vitamins, minerals, calcium and 
magnesium, the ANTIOXIDANT GEL 
contributes to good muscle function 
and provides optimal energy to 
maintain a constant rhythm during 
exercise.

Use: Take 1 gel ANTIOXIDANT at the start and midway

Flavours: Lemon, Red berries, Green apple.

Contributes
to good muscle function

Magnesium
Calcium

LIQUID ENERGIX®

Its complex carbohydrates 
(maltodextrins, glucose syrup, dextrose, 
fructose), vitamins and minerals make 
it a gel that’s perfectly adapted to 
endurance events. 

Use: take 1 ENERGIX® gel every 45 minutes to 1 hour or at each 
food station.

Flavours: Lemon, Fruits of the forest, Green apple.

Instant energy 
Ideal for di�cult patches

LIQUID COUP DE FOUET® 

A real concentration of instant energy!
Take a COUP DE FOUET® during your 
event when faced with a difficult patch 
and to give you a boost before the finish.

Use: take 1 COUP DE FOUET® gel when facing a difficult 
patch and over the last few kilometres. 

Flavours: Lemon, Red berries.

Gradual energy
the ultimate endurance gel

DISCOVER THE RANGE 
OVERSTIM.s®
AN ORGANIC VERSION
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PRODUCT TEST

Overstim’s 
Hydrixir Antioxydant

Test realized by Sébastien Rodriguez, photos©copyrights

This month, we've tried the Overstim's Hydrixir Antioxidant 

during our different training sessions. It must be useless to 

introduce you the brand, which has been anchored into the 

sports field for a few years, especially in endurance sports. 

Hydrixir must already be commonplace to you, it exits 

now in five declinations. Hydrixir, Long Distance Hydrixir, 

Organic Hydrixir, salty Hydrixir, and Hydrixir Antioxidant 

that we've tried. Bertrand Billard is the brand representative

http://www.overstims.com/	


Presentation
Hydrixir is an isotonic drink rich in specific glucoses, 
made to increase your performances and your en-
durance. Hydrixir Antioxidant is reinforced by an-
tioxidant proprieties (C vitamin), and by sources of 
calcium and magnesium, in order to ensure a good 
muscular functioning. 
For the test, we've received two boxes, Citrus-Green 
citrus flavor and Grenadine flavor. There are 12 diffe-
rent flavors, everyone should find one that suits. 
Find more information directly on the website 
Overstim's :
http://www.overstims.com/HYDRIXIR-ANTIOXY-
DANT-boisson-energetique-boite

Dosage
On this kind of products, you must be very care-
ful with respecting dosage. Hydrixir antioxidant 
has been elaborated to be useful with precise pro-
portions, so better respecting them. Please refer 
to the table below. Note that the dosage is more 
important for low temperatures, as a cold weather 
increases the calories consumption. As much for 
the the Citrus-Green citrus as for the Grenadine 
flavor, we have a light and nice-taste drink. The 
flavor remains very neutral, it doesn't taste exag-
geratedly sweet, which doesn't make it sickening 
at all.

On the field

Might it be on the bike or running, we've liked Hy-
drixir Antioxidant. The taste is nice and makes us 
want to drink more regularly. Indeed, Overstim's 
advises to drink regularly small gulps. It is even 

more clever when running, in order to avoid any 
overweight in your stomach. 

Hydrixir Antioxidant is advised for 3 hours-ef-
forts, you will need the long distance version of 
the brand for longer sessions. Obviously, it is an 
indication, everyone is different. Thus, we tried it 
on different sessions, using this drink as only re-
fueling. We didn't feel any lack of energy on a two-
hour-run. On a 4-hour-ride, a food refueling would 
have been necessary after 3 hours. With bar and 
gel complements, we could do 5-hour-rides and 
longer very easily. 

We also took advantage of a track session in order 
to test Hydrixir Antioxidant during more intense ef-
forts. Once again, we didn't feel neither a decrease 
of performance during the session, nor a difficulty to 
drink it.

Conclusion

Hydrixir Antioxidant reaches its goals and is in 
accordance with the what the fabricant promised. 
We can advise it to you without any doubt, for 
triathlons going from Sprint to Half distance. For 
longer races, you had rather use the "long distance" 
Hydrixir, or even the salty version? 
Last point, Hydrixir Antioxidant exists in a classi-
cal 600 grams version, in a 3kg economic box and 
in individual pods, which can be a good comple-
ment to reload your bottles during a long session, 
as well in training as in race..

PRODUCT TEST

Respecting the correct proportions is the best gua-
rantee of a neutral and non sickening drink

It will become the best partner of your training ses-
sions
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